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ABSTRACT: 

Polarimetric calibration (PolCAL) of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images is a significant preprocessing for further applications. 

Since the reflection symmetry property of distributed objects can provide stable constraints for PolCAL. It is reasonable to extract these 

reference samples before calibration. The helix scattering generally appears in complex urban area and disappears for a natural scatterer, 

making it a good measure to extract distributed objects. In this paper, a novel technique that extracts reflecting symmetry samples is 

proposed by using helix scattering. The helix scattering information is calculated by Yamaguchi four-component decomposition 

algorithm. An adaptive threshold selection algorithm based on generalized Gaussian distribution is also utilized to scale the helix 

scattering components automatically, getting rid of the problem of various numerical range. The extracting results will be taken as 

PolCAL reference samples and the Quegan method are utilized to calibrate these PolSAR images. A C-band airborne PolSAR data was 

taken as examples to evaluate its ability in improving calibration precision. Traditional method i.e. extracting samples with span power 

was also evaluated as contrast experiment. The results showed that the samples extracting method based on helix scattering can improve 

the Polcal precision preferably. 

1. INTRODUCTION

A polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) system 

measures the scattering power from terrain with different 

polarimetric waves, recording abundant information of ground 

objects. However, before the recorded images being used for 

further research or application, polarimetric calibration (PolCAL) 

is needed to ensure the relative amplitude and phase between 

different image channels (van Zyl, 2011). A lot of research on 

PolCAL have been done since the first PolSAR system i.e. 

AIRSAR was developed. At first, different kinds of Corner 

Reflectors (CR) and Polarimetric Active Radar Calibrator (PARC) 

were utilized and most of the PolCAL research were based on 

them (Whitt, 1991). Then, some particular scattering targets like 

bare soil, desert, grassland, were investigated and taken as 

PolCAL references (Sarabandi, 1994). The presupposition of 

SAR system was also exploited (van Zyl, 1989). Currently, most 

of the PolCAL algorithms take distributed targets as calibration 

samples to calculate Crosstalk parameters and cross polarized 

channel imbalance (Cross-Imba) parameter, and use at least one 

CR to calculate the copolarized channel imbalance (Co-Imba) 

parameter. PolCAL method without CR was also proposed, and 

it can be taken as an emergency treatment when CR is not 

available (Shi, 2014).  

The distributed targets provide stable polarization constrains for 

PolCAL, i.e. reflecting symmetry and reciprocal scattering. The 
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Quegan PolCAL methods use both of these two constrains 

formulating PolCAL equations (Quegan, 1994; Kimura, 2004). 

To get better calibration accuracy, it is reasonable to extract 

distributed target samples before calibration. For the present 

PolSAR systems, the reciprocal scattering is a general knowledge 

because of the monostatic backscattering case. The reflecting 

symmetry target usually appears in distributed area, like forest, 

desert, bare soil, or farmland. The widely used methods of 

extracting distributed samples are performed by scaling the span 

or polarimetric coefficients of the entire image, which is very 

sketchy and artificial. The helix scatterer generally appears in 

complex urban area and disappears for natural distributed 

scatterer (Yamaguchi, 2005). Based on this property, we 

proposed a novel method of PolCAL samples extraction. An 

automatic thresholding procedure is also applied to solve the 

various value field problem, which arises from the uncalibrated 

data of different systems. 

2. POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD

2.1 The Polarimetric Distortion Model 

During the PolSAR observation, the real scattering coefficients 

of terrain will be affected by polarimetric distortions, and the 

distortions are Crosstalk, Cross-Imba, Co-Imba, System Noise 

and Faraday rotation. The Faraday rotation will be neglected for 

airborne systems. Furthermore, with System Noise simplified, 
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the relationship between the measured data and the real scattering 

coefficients will be formulated as: 
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(1) 

The matrix �⃗�  is the observed scattering vector, 𝑆  stands for the 

real scattering vector of targets. The matrixes 𝑋,𝑄, 𝐾  are the 

Crosstalk, Cross-Imba, Co-Imba separately. Scalar 𝑁  is the 

system noise, and 𝑌 is the absolute calibration parameter.  

2.2 The Quegan PolCAL Algorithm 

The Quegan PolCAL algorithm is efficient and stable. Unlike the 

Ainsworth algorithm, Quegan’s calculation results seldom have 

distortion problem, so they can express the polarimetric condition 

of SAR systems more veritably (Ainsworth, 2006; Xing, 2012). 

Besides the Quegan method, the reflecting symmetry assumption 

is widely used in PolCAL. Under this assumption, the complex 

correlation coefficients between co-polarization and cross 

polarization are negligible, and the covariance matrix of these 

scatterer is shown below: 
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(2) 

The polarimetric distortion parameters will make the correlation 

coefficients in the observed covariance matrix more visibly. 

Finally, the distortion parameters will be calculated out by adding 

some other assumptions.  

3. POLCAL SAMPLES EXTRACTION

3.1 Reflecting Symmetry Scattering Samples 

Since the PolCAL algorithms are based on reflecting symmetry 

scattering, the extraction of calibration samples is necessary 

before parameter calculation. In the Yamaguchi four-component 

decomposition algorithm, helix component is added in to account 

for the non-reflecting symmetry scattering case. While for the 

distributed arear that satisfied the reflecting symmetry condition, 

the helix scattering will disappear. In this paper, the helix 

scattering is investigated and scaled. Scatterer with higher helix 

component will be masked off and the lower ones will be 

regarded as symmetric scattering samples. 

In coherent decomposition, the helix scattering is calculated by 

the circular polarization basis transformation. The differences 

between
LL

S and RRS will be regarded as helix component. While 

in the PolCAL, the covariance matrix will be taken as the input 

data and the calibration samples need to be incoherent averaged. 

Therefore, the calculation of helix scattering component should 

be performed by incoherence methods. After the speckle noise 

suppression of the uncalibrated PolSAR data, the helix scattering 

component is calculated as below: 

  *Imhelix HV HH VVP S S S  (3) 

3.2 Automatic Thresholding Segmentation 

For most PolSAR calibration scheme, the radiometric calibration 

comes after the PolCAL. As a result, the images needed to be 

PolCAL are usually have not been processed by absolute 

radiometric calibration. Furthermore, PolSAR system designers 

are more likely to use unique data storage format and value field. 

Thus, automatic threshold segmentation should be performed 

after helix component calculation. The Kittler–Illingworth (KI) 

threshold selection criterion is widely used in change detection 

with SAR images. Based on the minimum error decision rule, the 

KI criterion function is showed below: 
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The H stands for the helix component value in image, and  h  is

the static histogram. The  C  stands for the cost function:
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(5) 

To fit the distribution of helix component value more properly, 

the General Gaussian Distribution is deployed. In the equation(5), 

T is the threshold that needs to be evaluated, and  P  is the 

probability. The
1classg , 

2classg are the two classes after 

segmentation by threshold T . 

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1 Test Data and Extraction Results 

To verify the efficiency of the proposed method, we made an 

experiment with an airborne image. The traditional method was 

also tested for comparison and analysis. The multiband 

polarimetric SAR system that developed by IECAS (Institute of 

Electronics, Chinese Academy of Sciences) acquired X- and C-

band data sets over the Zunhua test site in August 2015. Several 

dihedral and trihedral corner reflectors were deployed for 

calibration during each observation. Figure 1 shows the Pauli-

RGB image of the test data. Most of the area was farmland. Some 

of the farmland was covered with crops and part of it was bare 

soil. There were also groves, buildings, pond in the image.  
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Figure 1. Airborne C-band Pauli-RGB image over Zunhua in 

August 2015. The top row is the nearest range. 

 

The automatic extracting result of reflecting symmetry sample is 

showed in Figure 2. In the binary image, the regions with white 

color were pixels that used for calibration calculation. Generally, 

farmlands covered with bare soil or crop are typical reflecting 

symmetry scatterer, while the residential area and grove land 

scatter unsymmetrically. The extracting result is in good 

agreement with this experience. Figure 3 shows the extraction 

result with Span method. 

 

 
Figure 2. Automatic extracting result of reflecting symmetry 

sample. 

 

 
Figure 3. Automatic extracting result with Span method. 

 

4.2 PolCAL Evaluation and Analysis 

The extracting results were taken as calibration samples for 

Quegan PolCAL algorithm. Figure 4 shows the polarization 

responses of trihedral corner reflector. Before PolCAL, the 

polarization response is quit distorted from the theoretical one. 

After Quegan PolCAL, both these two method could get good 

results, and the polarization responses are both closed to the 

theoretical one. The efficient of these two method need to be 

analyzed quantitatively. 

 

 
(a) Before PolCAL 

 
(b) The theoretical 

 
(c) Proposed method 

 
(d) Span method 

Figure 4. Polarization response of trihedral corner 

reflector. 

 

After PolCAL, the calibrated images still have residual 

polarimetric error, and the magnitude of residual error stands for 

PolCAL accuracy. In the experiment, we used Ainsworth method 

to calculate the residual error in the calibrated image. The 

residual error is showed in Figure 5. In the ideal case, the Alpha 

equals to 1, and the Crosstalk is zero. We can see that the residual 

error of the proposed method is smaller. 

 

 
(a) The residual error of Alpha 

 
(b) The residual error of Crosstalk 

Figure 5. The residual error in image after Quegan 

PolCAL 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

A new calibration samples extracting method is proposed based 

on helix scattering and automatic threshold segmentation. The 

experiment shows that the new method can improve the accuracy 

of SAR polarimetric calibration. This method can provide 

calibration samples for PolCAL algorithms that based on 

reflecting symmetry scattering. 
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